
 
 
 
 
 
Orlando Pagan, director of Syzokryli for who-knows-how-many years.  Here's a guy of Puerto 
Rican heritage who, with his wife Laryssa, faithfully carries on a tradition of Ukrainian dance 
from Pani Roma Pryma Bohachevsky (see attached NY Times article from several years ago). 
 Every year, when Dance Workshop or Dance Camp ends, the biggest applause is always for 
Orlando. 
 

 
I would love to nominate my role model, my inspiration not only in dancing but in life, my 
amazing dance instructor Pan Orlando Pagan.   
 

Orlando V Pagan began his training with the Bronx Dance Theatre and later studied at the 
prestigious High School of Performing Arts, Alvin Ailey School of Dance, School of American 
Ballet, and Jacobs Pillow.  Pan Orlando performed and toured with the Bronx Dance Theatre.  
He studied Ukrainian Folk Dance and in 1987, he became a soloist in the Syzokryli Dance 
Ensemble.  In 1999, Pan Orlando was accepted as a member of the Dance Theatre of Harlem in 
NYC under the direction of Arthur Mitchell.  He has traveled all over the U.S and abroad to 
perform and teach including Great Britain, Europe, Germany, China and Austria,  As a 
choreographer, Mr. Pagan has created works with Ukrainian Ensembles Kashtan, OH, 
Cheremosh of Minneapolis, MN, Ukrainian popstar Ruslana.  In 2006, Pan Orlando became the 
Artistic Director of the Syzokryli Ukrainian Folk Ensemble and the Head Instructor for all 
schools under the Roma Pryma Bohachevsky foundation.  He has held the position of Artistic 
Director of both Zolotyj Promin School and Ensemble of Hartford, CT since 1995, and the 
Mriya School of Ukrainian Dance in Hempstead, L.I. since 1998.  Also he teaches Suzirya 
School in Passaic, NJ and Trembita School in Yonkers, NY.   
 

Pan Orlando Pagan is an excellent dance instructor, who knows how to discipline his students, 
keep them interested and teach them the beauty of Ukrainian Folk Dance.  His passion for 
Dance and performance plays an enormous part in his teaching.  Each of his students love 
what they do because he taught them how to love it.  I would like to share my own personal 
story how Pan Orlando influenced my love to Ukrainian Dance.  I moved to the United States 4 
years ago and I was not planning on joining any Ukrainian Dance Ensembles; I was not 
interested at all.  One day I decided to try it and go just for one class.  It was Thursday night at 
Hartford Ukrainian National Home where Zolotyj Promin had their class.  From the very first 
moment Pan Orlando started teaching I knew that I was going to become part of that group.  I 
still remember how Pan Orlando would always tell me not to look at other people's feet,  keep 
my head up and never forget to smile.  He is a very strict teacher but that is why his students 
are very powerful dancers.  They are the way they are because of him.  After my first official 
concert with Zolotyj Promin I saw him and he gave me the biggest hug and told me that he 
was really proud of me.  I knew that I was far from great but his support gave me hope that 
one day he will definitely be proud of me.  He has been there for me these past 4 
years teaching me how to get better, how to hold my balance, how to spot while doing fouette 
turns and so much more.  He helped me improve my dancing skills even more this 
past summer by helping me get to be part of Ukrainian Dance Workshop at Soyuzivka.  I am a 
very proud student of Pan Orlando because I know if it wasn't for him I wouldn't be dancing 
on stage with a beautiful vinok on my head.  He played and still plays the biggest part in my 
dancing life. Some people may have a wrong impression of Pan Orlando since he is Puerto 
Rican and not Ukrainian.  He might be Puerto Rican on the outside but I have had enough time 
spent with him to know that he has the most Ukrainian heart I have ever met.  He brings joy 
and a piece of his golden heart to every dance he creates.  He has faith in each and every one 



of his dancers.  Pan Orlando believes in every little and big dancing heart and is ready to take 
on any challenge the life makes him face.  I saw his true self after the festival at Yonkers when 
after Hopak he ran to us with the biggest smile on his face and when he got ready to tell us 
how proud he is the tears appeared on his eyes and that was the first time I saw him crying.  
He was proud inside and out, we could all see it without a need to tell us about it.    
 
I truly believe Pan Orlando Pagan deserves to be recognized for what he has done not only for 
me but for hundreds of his other students.  He has done so much for us and this award will be 
a  a great thank you for everything he did and continues to do for all of us, Ukrainian dancers. 
   
 
 


